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Frédéric Guérin / drums
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Since 2009, Auditive Connection’s music combines a groovy rock 
energy and subtle sound layers with written forms and spontaneous 
explorations. The quartet’s musical directions are multiple, 
following the rich and varied influences between the old avant-
garde scene and today’s creative music, as well as the poetry of S. 
Beckett, P. Eluard and J. Kerouac. 

The songs are characterized by unexpected turns where melodies 
bifurcate the energy from polyrhythmic sections to sober unisons. 
Voice and cello perform beyond what they are and their expressive 
possibilities. They blend and merge with electric guitar and drums 
to create a labyrinth of sound. The soundscapes are elaborated in 
duo and trio before combining with all voices.  

Alternating poems in different languages with abstract and 
imaginary texts leaves space for a free imagination. The voice      
re-explores these texts and their sounds with a fragile sense of 
place. 

Auditive Connection is selected for a one year tour in France «JazzMigration 2015»  organized by Assosication 
Jazzé Croisé. Their first E.P. is released in January 2015.  

"Auditive Connection; a sensory experience. Their music is questioning, complex and beautiful - a fragile and agile 
harmony.»    - DNA journal review, France 



Anil Eraslan  
 

Born in 1981 in Turkey. He began playing cello and piano in 
Ankara then he went to France and studied classical, jazz and 
contemporary music at Strasbourg Conservatory. Besides, he’s a 
free-improviser and plays traditional turkish music. 

So far, on his worldwide tours, he collaborated with musicians 
such as Chris Heenan, Michael Vorfeld, Pascal Niggenkemper, 
Axel Dörner, Tobias Delius, Tristan Honsinger, Joost Buis, Alan 
Purves, Anne La Berge, Michael Moore, Ab Baars, Ig 
Henneman, Sergei Letov, Christine Ott, Karl Berger, Tolga 
Tüzün, Lê Quan Ninh, Adam Rudolf, Kenny Wessel, Trilok 
Gurtu, Saadet Turkoz. 

Currently, he is playing in many different ensembles between Istanbul and Strasbourg with Sumru 
Agiryürüyen, John Lindberg, Sylvain Kassap, Eric Groleau, Auditive Connection, Balboura, Linea Ensemble, 
Hanatsu Ensemble.  

Composed for the films 'komsu rokan var mi?' by Sibil Çekmen, 'tmmob documentary' by Özcan Alper, 'la fin du 
silence' by Rolan Edzard.  

Artist in residency at Illiade in Illkirch Theater for three years (2012-2015)  

Artist in residency in berlin by ceaac (centre européen d'actions artistiques contemporaines) (september-
january 2012) artist in residency in OMI arts center in Ghent, NY. (july-august 2014)  



Jeanne Barbieri 

After ten years of classical piano, Jeanne Barbieri is devoted 
entirely to the voice through singing and theater.  
Graduated of Jazz and Improvised Music Department of the 
Strasbourg Conservatory, she studied various singing techniques 
with Claudia Solal, Françoise Kubler and Mélanie Moussay and  
trained as an actress wtih several companies.  

She currently sings in musical projects as Auditive Connection 
(winner of Jazz Migration 2015)and Electrik GEM, open both 
on traditional Bulgarian songs and contemporary approaches to  
voice (output of the first disc in January 2013 at La 
Maroquinerie in Paris) and in two duets projects, Anak-Anak and 
Les Belettes in wich she writes songs. 

She works also with the theater company villa theatre directed by Chiara Villa, as an actress, singer and 
director assistant : Mistero Buffo by Dario at the National Drama Center, Comédie De l'Est, in Colmar 
(November 2013), Carmen la Gitana in Teatro Poliziano of Montepulciano (July 2013). 

She participates in various musical encounters (with Phil Minton, Olivier Benoit, ErikM or Joëlle  
Léandre) and theater encounters (with Yoshi Oïda, Tapa Sudana or Omar Porras) and works  
continuously on the many possibilities of body and voice. 



Grégory Dargent 

Guitarist in contemporary musics, jazz and improvised 
musics, he deepens his work of the oud, with the will to 
play this instrument (oriental traditional lute) as he plays 
the guitar, without any linguistic and stylistic barriers. 

He meets artists from various backgrounds during his 
learning: Jim Hall, Bernard Lubat, André Minvielle, Bruno 
Chevillon, Marc Loopuyt, Azzedine Montassere (Fès), 
Necati Çelik (Istanbul). 

He tours worldwide with his bands L’Hijâz’Car, Electrik 
Gem, Houria Aïchi & L’Hijâz’Car, as a sideman with BABX , 
Camélia Jordana, or as guest soloist. (Rachid Taha)  

With L’Hijâz’Car, he proposes cross-cultural creations, inviting the string quartet of the violonist  Aziz 
El’Achhab,  from Fès (Morocco) in 2003, with the choir of tuareg women of Lalla Tahra for one year between 
Tamanrasset and France. He composes, arranges and realises the record of Houria Aïchi, Riders of the Aurès in 
2008 (“Schallplaten Kritik” in Germany, “coup de cœur” Académie Charles Cros in France, Top World music 
Album in Japan…) He also composes the music of the documentary  «Commissariats du monde», from Jean 
Bernard Andro, about the police station of Derb el Kebir in Casablanca for Maha Production (Paris) and co-
composes the music of «Noctiluque», choreographic show for the Japanese dancer Kaori Ito, created at the 
Scène Européenne Vidy in Lausanne. 



Frédéric Guérin 

Drummer and percussionist, he studied music in Strasbourg. 
He plays with « Furieuz Casrols » trio of recycling percussions,  
Jimmy Bock « rock and roll show », « Electric Grand Ensemble  
de la Méditerranée » and « Auditive Connection ». 

Links: 

www.auditiveconnection.com 

www.soundcloud.com/auditiveconnection 

Past Concerts:              Upcoming Concerts: 

12 Points Festival, Dublin / april 2015             
Casa da Musica, Porto / mai 2015 
Jazz d’Or Festival, Berlin / june 2015 
Una Striscia Di Terra Feconda Festival, Rome / 
june 2015 
Ajmi Jazz Festival, Avignon / july 2015 

Jazz d’or Festival, Strasbourg / november 2015 
Internationale Kulturbörse Freiburg / january 
2016 

http://www.auditiveconnection.com
https://soundcloud.com/auditiveconnection

